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For more than 60 years, Laguna College of Art and Design (LCAD) has been a proving ground for some of

the most gifted students and talented faculty in developing unique creative voices through the provision of

a world-class education. The college prepares individuals for careers as creative artists and designers in a

culturally and ethnically diverse world by offering a curriculum that emphasizes acquiring technical skills and

critical thinking based on observation, representation, and concept development, while embracing

challenges of new, innovative technologies. LCAD is committed to offering its curriculum through

accredited degree programs that imaginatively combine studio work with academic studies and to sharing

its resources with the broader community through continuing education and exhibition programs. Today,

760 students are enrolled in LCAD’s programs of study, which offer BFA and MFA degrees to artists,

animators, game designers, graphic designers, and illustrators through a robust curriculum and a vibrant

creative community. 

Laguna College of Art and Design champions the
role of the artist and designer in society and is

committed to educating students to succeed as
leaders and innovators in creative careers and to

contribute as problem-solving citizens of a
diverse and pluralistic world.
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Since it was first founded in 1961 as the Laguna Beach School of Art, a nonprofit college of art and design, the

institution has grown significantly. In the 21st century especially, the school experienced unprecedented

evolution and improvements that positioned LCAD for strategically minded and responsibly managed growth

that allowed the college to develop state-of-the-art facilities and provide extensive services to its staff, faculty,

and, most importantly, its students. The college added MFA programs in Drawing, Painting, and Game Design

and new majors, including Entertainment Design and Experimental Animation. Significant investments

expanded LCAD’s campus allowing the college to provide dedicated studio space for seniors; campus

housing; state of the art classrooms for animation, AR/VR teaching and tools, fine arts photography, game art,

and graphic design, as well as photography and recording studios; and the LCAD Gallery in downtown Laguna

Beach. LCAD was among the world’s first to offer one-to-one laptop programs and a wireless campus. 

In the 2021/2022 academic year, Steven J. Brittan joined LCAD as the college’s 14th president. Bringing more

than three decades of experience in art and design and an ambitious vision for the future of the college, under

President Brittan’s leadership LCAD is building upon its institutional commitment to providing students with a

strong foundation in their disciplines augmented by industry-specific expertise and exposure to leading-edge

technologies. This intersection of tradition and innovation is the hallmark of Laguna College of Art and Design

and prepares students to succeed in today’s creative economy and to become innovators with the collective

purpose of making the world a better place. 

LCAD is dually accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges and by the National

Association of Schools of Art and Design, in addition to being a member of the Association of Independent

Colleges of Art and Design. 
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https://www.lcad.edu/presidents-message


Utilizing the latest technological advances, LCAD offers students the

opportunity to learn the most current tools and techniques directly from

accomplished artists, designers, innovators, and educators through

programs with a low student-faculty ratio that ensures highly personalized

instruction. The college offers 11 undergraduate majors, three graduate

degree programs, and 10 minors as well as five three-year certificate

programs. Each of LCAD’s programs is designed to provide every student

with the necessary skills to master their discipline of study through carefully

considered course requirements, balanced by the freedom to expand or

specialize by pursuing a minor or through selecting an emphasis when

available.

With small class sizes and intimate hands-on training, LCAD’s studio-based

instruction places creation at the heart of learning. The curriculum ensures

students acquire the fundamental skills of their chosen medium, as well as

fluency in the latest tools, methods, and techniques, resulting in graduates

who are adept in theory and analysis yet lead in the innovative use of

technology. Technology is not the only cutting-edge dimension of the

college—LCAD’s action sports design emphasis is one of very few such

courses in the world. In addition, program-specific study is bolstered by

liberal arts requirements that teach diverse methods of critical and lateral

thinking and instill habits of mind to prime students for more effective

artistic output and provide a background in the history of culture, society,

literature, and art. The college encourages an interdisciplinary approach to

teaching and learning that combines stimulating studio practice and

challenging liberal arts coursework to help develop each student’s unique

creative vision and prepare them for a career as an artist or designer. 

The college offers Bachelor of Fine Arts degree programs in Animation

(Character and Experimental), Drawing + Painting (with emphases in

Illustration and Sculpture), Entertainment Design, Game Art, Graphic Design

+ Digital Media (with emphases in Action Sports and Illustration), and

Illustration. LCAD undergraduate students may also pursue minors in

Animation, Art History, Creative Writing, Drawing + Painting, Entertainment

Design, Game Art, Graphic Design + Digital Media, Illustration, and

Sculpture. Students in LCAD’s Graphic Design + Digital Media Bachelor of

Fine Arts programs can take specialized minors in AR/VR, Motion Graphics,

Packaging, Photography/Exhibition Design, and UI/UX. Master of Fine Arts

degrees are awarded to graduate students in Drawing, Game Design, and

Painting. Additionally, LCAD offers certificates in Animation, Game Art,

Illustration, Graphic Design + Digital Media, and Drawing + Painting.

Summer courses for college credit are available to prospective students

through the Pre-College Program.

Educational Programs and Faculty
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https://www.lcad.edu/animation/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/experimental-animation/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/drawing-painting/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/drawing-painting-w-illustration-emphasis/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/drawing-painting-w-sculpture-emphasis/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/entertainment-design/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/game-art/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/graphic-design-digital-media-w-action-sports-emphasis/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/graphic-design-digital-media-w-illustration-emphasis/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/illustration/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/academics/minors/animation-minor
https://www.lcad.edu/academics/minors/art-history-minor
https://www.lcad.edu/academics/minors/creative-writing-minor
https://www.lcad.edu/academics/minors/drawing-painting-minor
https://www.lcad.edu/academics/minors/game-art-minor
https://www.lcad.edu/academics/minors/graphic-design-digital-media-minor
https://www.lcad.edu/academics/minors/illustration-minor
https://www.lcad.edu/academics/minors/sculpture-minor
https://www.lcad.edu/drawing-mfa/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/game-design-mfa/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/painting-mfa/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/admissions/undergraduate/pre-college
https://www.lcad.edu/liberal-arts-department/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/graphic-design-digital-media/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/graphic-design-digital-media/program/program-overview
https://www.lcad.edu/entertainment-design-minor
https://www.lcad.edu/entertainment-design-minor


LCAD’s creative student minds are further enriched through industry partnerships, internship opportunities,

workshops, and study abroad options. These educational partnerships and mentorship programs provide

students hands-on design projects that cultivate outstanding portfolio work and lead to employment

opportunities. LCAD’s entire student experience is designed to cultivate the whole person, from discovering a

unique creative expression and elevating analytical ability to developing confidence and integrity. In addition

to the support students receive from Career Services, professional development is part of the curriculum in

every program at every step, teaching students the specific professional practices needed for each discipline. 
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The strength of LCAD’s programs stems from the incomparable experience and professional practices of the

college’s exceptional faculty. The faculty is comprised of 149 (25 full-time and 124 part-time) professional

artists, animators, designers, game artists, illustrators, and art educators—award winning artists and

accomplished industry professionals who bring their real-life experiences to the classroom to provide teaching

and mentorship. Faculty share their success and decades of experience in intimate learning environments

where students develop and achieve their individual goals. The student to faculty ratio is 8:1. The education

provided by the faculty is enhanced by a robust program of visiting artists and professionals from around the

world who come to LCAD each year to enrich the curriculum.

The faculty are integral members of the college’s supportive art and design community and shape the

personalized approach to learning that defines the LCAD experience. LCAD students find their instructors to

be powerful role models who are each successfully engaged in the practice of their discipline. Faculty

membership comprises full-time educators and adjunct teachers who typically are professionals working full-

time in creative industries. This includes distinguished artists and designers, teaching associates, artists-in-

residence, and instructors, as well as professors (assistant/associate/full).



Seven hundred thirty students are currently enrolled as undergraduates studying Animation, Drawing +

Painting, Entertainment Design, Game Art, Graphic Design + Digital Media, and Illustration. The college’s

MFA programs serve the 30 students studying the Art of Game Design, Drawing, and Painting.

The students at Laguna College of Art and Design represent diverse backgrounds, united by a common

pursuit of creative expression, intellectual curiosity, and engagement. Through their time at LCAD, each

student develops a robust body of work that reflects their unique voice, their vision and values, and their

technical and creative achievement. The college’s student-centered learning environment and campus life

combine to provide a rich array of opportunities for students through student services and activities, a

health and wellness focus, and residential life. Applicants are evaluated on their submitted portfolio and

past academic performance. LCAD currently has an 90% acceptance rate. Student retention rates are

strong with 79% first year retention. The 32% four-year graduation rate for first time freshmen shows the

impact of the pandemic, but the six-year graduation rate of 64% demonstrates the resilience and

persistence of LCAD students. A testament to LCAD’s strength is the success of its alumni, who had an

69% rate of employment within their creative fields six months after graduation for the class of 2021. 

Almost every LCAD student receives financial assistance through a combination of scholarships, grants,

part-time employment, and loans. One grant is the LCAD institutional scholarship, which is merit-based

and considered for every new applicant. Decided at the point of acceptance and based on the strengths

of both a student’s academic record and admissions portfolio, these merit-based scholarships are

renewed annually for the duration of a student’s time at LCAD, dependent on retaining good academic

standing. Accepted and continuing students are eligible to apply for LCAD’s competitive scholarship.

LCAD is also eligible to participate in the Department of Veterans Affairs Educational Assistance

programs.
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Students

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 
 Laguna College of Art and Design is among many colleges across the country that continues to actualize its

vision for an inclusive and equitable future and on the basis of endeavoring to promote the vital goal of

planetary health. This progression is even more critical, given that the size and geography of the LCAD campus

can create a deeply personal and intense experience. The next vice president of academic affairs shall provide

ongoing leadership for LCAD’s commitment to a culture of diversity, equity, and inclusion in its intellectual and

community life and across its curriculum. The vice president of academic affairs will be a campus leader in both

word and action by promoting the values of equity and inclusion in all institutional areas and will welcome and

serve to further difficult conversations that will derive from the full examination of the college’s practices,

policies, curriculum, and culture. In all efforts, the vice president will lead a culture that enhances belonging at

LCAD with its strong institutional value of working towards making the world a better and sustainable place. 

https://www.lcad.edu/sites/default/files/2020-2021-employment-rates-by-major.pdf


Nestled in the beautiful landscape of Laguna Canyon, Laguna College of Art

and Design’s campus is a peaceful setting for inspired creativity. Students’

academic, residential, and recreational needs are met across several sites.

LCAD’s Main Campus is the principal location for the majority of Fine Arts

BFA and Liberal Arts courses. Its facilities include computer labs and studios

for painting, drawing, illustration, and sculpture; the library; a writing lab;

student and career services; faculty offices; campus safety; one of three IT

helpdesks; a student lounge; and a scenic outdoor area, Nina’s Park.

Additional services are housed in the Administration Building, across Laguna

Canyon Road from Main Campus.

Big Bend Campus, with two animation down-shooter studios, a Cintiq studio,

a sound recording studio, and several dedicated computer labs, as well as

space to relax while taking in breathtaking canyon views, is home to LCAD’s

award-winning BFA Visual Communications programs, including Animation,

Entertainment Design, Experimental Animation, Game Art, Graphic Design +

Digital Media. 

The MFA Fine Arts Studios, the principal location for MFA Fine Arts

instruction, include the Office of the MFA Fine Arts Chair, a student lounge

and common space, a space for peer critique and feedback, and private

studios for each student to develop their portfolio in a collaborative

environment.

South Campus is LCAD’s latest addition and displays LCAD’s dedication to

ensuring students enter the professional world prepared for the demands of

their creative industries. With a photo lab and stop motion studio, South

Campus also boasts the Extended Reality Design (XRD) lab, an AR/VR lab with

state-of-the-art green screen and VR room that is dedicated to education and

experimentation; senior studios occupy a portion of this space.

Many seniors have a dedicated space in the Suzanne Chonette Senior Studios

—a unified area where students finalize their senior projects, develop

portfolios, and refine the skills that their creative industry demands in bright,

spacious, private workspaces. LCAD’s student housing is within walking

distance of downtown Laguna’s shopping, dining, and beautiful beaches; this

fully equipped, apartment-style hall accommodates 56 students.

The LCAD Gallery is home to exhibitions by world-renowned artists and

emerging student artists alike. Located in the heart of downtown Laguna

Beach, the gallery’s mission is to serve the educational and cultural objectives

of Laguna College of Art and Design’s studio majors. Each year, through their

exhibitions, the gallery seeks to promote the development of student talents

and aesthetic awareness, while at the same time expanding the appreciation

of various art forms to the community, free of charge.
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LCAD’s Board of Trustees takes a long-term view to ensure financial stability. The college’s trustees have

embraced strategic, measured growth to ensure the organization’s future, adding new personnel and facilities

only when needed and when increased enrollment allowed for additional spending. By capitalizing on

enrollment growth (due largely to the addition of world-class Animation and Game Art majors) and the

collective financial discipline of its leaders and trustees, LCAD built up cash reserves through a progression of

budgeted surplus years that saw the college through the worst of the pandemic. The college’s annual

operating budget for 2022/2023 is just over $20 million and the college projects revenue in excess of $21

million. LCAD is currently laying the groundwork for a refortified and aggressive development program as well

as a future campaign to secure resources that will help the college achieve an ambitious vision for the future.

Laguna College of Art and Design embraces shared governance as a joint effort by the Board of Trustees, the

administration, and the Faculty Senate, who are engaged in this endeavor to continually elevate programmatic

offerings and deepen the bonds of this creative community. Each trustee plays an important leadership role by

inspiring others to join them in a commitment to accomplish or to exceed LCAD’s organizational goals. The

board includes alumni, artists, creative professionals, and community and business leaders. LCAD trustees are

passionate college ambassadors who each applies their unique professional acumen to responsibly advance

LCAD’s mission to empower creative leaders.

Laguna Beach and Community Engagement
Laguna Beach has a population of more than 23,000; it additionally welcomes six million tourists
annually, who bolster the local economy. Residents enjoy Laguna’s community spirit and the town
is family friendly. This affluent area boasts a strong school district, which Niche rated 3rd for the
best teachers and 11th overall, statewide, with both elementary schools, the middle school, and
the high school receiving A+ ratings. The city’s location provides a wealth of job opportunities
from one of the many major companies that have headquarters or offices in Orange County, or
because of its commuting proximity to Los Angeles and San Diego. Indeed, Laguna Beach is
situated about one hour south and north respectively from both metropolises. 

From cleaning local beaches to community arts education, from working in local nonprofit
organizations to supporting local humanitarian efforts, the LCAD community actively engages and
benefits the college’s home city. LCAD is deeply committed to being a good partner to the city of
Laguna Beach and is actively involved in working with local community organizations to provide
services such as parking during the summer, meeting spaces for organizations to convene,
exhibition spaces, a library, and public art for all to enjoy. The college’s students, faculty, staff, and
alumni are involved as residents, employees, community volunteers, and patrons. The college
continually works hard to be an essential part of the cultural fabric of Laguna Beach and Orange
County. LCAD strengthens this relationship by offering opportunities for involvement and allowing
students to earn credit for service learning—benefiting both students and the local community.

Financials and Governance
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Laguna College of Art and Design seeks a vice president of academic affairs (vice

president or VPAA) who is passionate about the critical role of artists and designers

who are actively engaging with planetary health in its array of global social, cultural,

economic, and environmental contexts and challenges, as aligned with LCAD’s core

purpose. This talented and recognized artist or designer will possess an innovative

energy and be a highly experienced college-level educator and academic

administrator to help lead LCAD into the future. The vice president will provide

vision for academic affairs, ably steering the growth and development of all

programs and forward-thinking interdisciplinary, group, and project-based art and

design curricula in concert with academic leadership and a faculty composed of

accomplished educators and creative industry professionals. This leader will bring a

sophisticated understanding of emerging and future trends in art and design and

the capacity to respond to changes in industry and technology through inventive

and effective adaptation in teaching and learning at LCAD. Utilizing pioneering

models and pedagogy, this connector will build and facilitate collaborations across

academic departments and support cross-disciplinary teaching and learning that

prepares students to contribute as engaged citizens of the world in the creative

economy.

Reporting to the president, the VPAA ensures the excellence of LCAD’s academic

offerings and helps guide the college as it continually elevates programs to meet

current and future student and industry needs. Through oversight and support of

assessment, evaluation, and program review as carried out by department chairs, the

VPAA will guide the college’s overall academic program quality and will play a

primary role in leading LCAD’s institutional accreditation process. The vice president

will also support faculty recruitment, professional development, and retention along

with shared governance guided by mission-based priorities, goals, and strategy. The

incumbent will also be an important contributor to student recruitment and

retention, a priority across all campus divisions and units, through collaborative

actions based on planning and the setting of targets and objectives. Additionally,

the vice president will participate in LCAD’s alumni and donor engagement

initiatives, as well as in helping to identify valuable sources of non-tuition funding.

Recognizing a leadership model that draws on the strength of program chairs, the

VPAA will evaluate the division’s needs to determine and implement the appropriate

and feasible administrative structure to achieve the college’s academic goals and

ensure a consistent and exemplary experience for students across programs. This

position currently has immediate oversight of the dean of undergraduate studies (a

full-time member of faculty whose decanal role constitutes one third of duties), the

director of library, and the registrar and receives ongoing counsel from

departmental chairs. LCAD values shared governance implemented through a

Faculty Senate. The vice president will prioritize empowering this vital body to

provide academic leadership—including the structure, philosophy, content, and

assessment of the curriculum—emboldening and amplifying the faculty’s voice.
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The Vice President of Academic Affairs
 



The LCAD community believes that institutional decision making is best accomplished through discourse

and processes that harness and leverage the unique expertise and educational perspectives brought by its

full-time faculty and department leaders. As such, the vice president works closely with program chairs and

faculty. Appointed and evaluated annually by the VPAA, the chairs are responsible for their departments,

supported in some instances by assistant chairs and foundations coordinators. Program chairs tend to hold

their roles for substantial tenures and are valued by the college as influential and long-term contributors

significantly invested in LCAD’s culture and direction. 

Finally, LCAD is currently envisioning and codifying the path to their next chapter; this position will play a key

and collaborative role in assisting with developing and implementing the latest iteration of the college’s

strategic plan that serves as a living document by advancing corresponding institutional and academic

priorities and assessing their outcomes. 
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Essential Duties and Responsibilities
Provide central leadership to improve LCAD’s position as a leading art and design college in the United

States and beyond. The vice president will assure that innovative, quality programs are created and

supported to attract and realize the objectives of exceptional and committed students, faculty, and staff.

The VPAA will build on LCAD’s current position, while maintaining and advancing the unique culture,

mission, and values of the college.

Lead the academic division with a contemporary vision and deep understanding of current and future

trends in art and design education and industry in a competitive higher education landscape.

Provide strategic leadership for program and curricular development and transformation based on the

institutional strategic mission, goals, and objectives.

Ensure an effective and responsible model for shared governance with faculty to carry out the teaching and

learning mission of the college with sensitivity to and a keen awareness of students’ desire for a future-

facing education in the ever-evolving art and design landscape. 

https://www.lcad.edu/about/quick-links/strategic-plan


Build constructive relationships that bridge all academic departments

and college administration, ensuring that communication between

educators and administration is clear, consistent, and effective.

Oversee ongoing academic program delivery and assessment,

monitoring program quality. The VPAA will explore opportunities for

pedagogical advancement in course and program development

through various modes of delivery from in person and hybrid to online

education, ensuring appropriate technology and learning platforms are

in place alongside requisite faculty training.

Develop and manage annual work plans and goals in collaboration with

academic leaders and other key institutional stakeholders.

Develop, authorize, and manage the full academic affairs budget,

making allocation decisions based on performance indicators, priorities,

and strategic criteria. The VPAA will assist the dean of undergraduate

studies and department chairs in budget development and approval.

Support the vice president’s direct report with semester/annual

performance evaluations in conjunction with department chairs.

Provide leadership and collaborate with faculty, students, and staff to

promote diversity, equity, and inclusion values and good practices in

academic affairs, in the curriculum and co-curriculum, and across the

college. The vice president will work in earnest to build an inclusive and

supportive environment for teaching, learning, creativity, and

scholarship.

Foster a “culture of evidence” to inform decisions and activities on

campus that are geared toward student achievement and success.

Directly supervising the dean of undergraduate studies and department

chairs, deliver integrative academic leadership that promotes college-

wide teamwork. The vice president will lead by example in the spirit of

transparency by providing active communication about critical

decisions, plans, data, and processes. Role model to build a culture

marked by a strong sense of trust, clear expectations, open

communication, and accountability.

Lead and work with an expert and innovative faculty of art and design

educators and practitioners to assure an outstanding educational

experience for the next generation of creative minds. Sustain and grow

support for faculty professional practice and development. The vice

president will assist in determining faculty hiring needs and participate

in recruitment and hiring of full-time faculty. The VPAA will oversee and

manage faculty contracts per academic year and semester. Help

determine salary and rank levels for faculty and conduct analyses of

comparative faculty salary data. Function as the college representative

in union negotiations.
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Provide active support to LCAD student recruitment and retention efforts including through engagement

with the chairs, faculty, and enrollment management team. This adept communicator will relay a clear

vision of LCAD’s current and future role as an engine of cultural change, innovation, and as a force to train

tomorrow’s artists and designers.

Support college alumni and donor engagement initiatives in alignment with office of development

strategy.

Oversee institutional assessment activities in conjunction with the dean of undergraduate studies and

department chairs. Maintain open and honest communication with accreditors and regulators in all areas

of institutional operations. The vice president functions as the accreditation liaison officer for the WASC

Senior College and University Commission and NASAD. Prepare and/or review assessment reports and

data for campus dissemination, website publication, accreditation documentation, strategic planning,

budgeting, and other purposes.

Strengthen existing and create new relationships with key LCAD collaborators, increasing engagement

with educational, cultural, and economic initiatives and entities. 

Work to advance art and arts education in publications, consortia, professional associations, conferences,

openings, and other functions. 

Update and maintain, in conjunction with the dean of undergraduate studies, the institutional effectiveness

plan/report, faculty handbooks, college catalog, student achievement section of the LCAD website, and

other compliance related documents and publications.
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A global awareness of and passion for the arts and design with a deep commitment to the education of

artists and designers. This leader will promote a forward-thinking educational outlook that advances

diversity, sustainability, and social responsibility in arts education. The VPAA will be committed to

ensuring learning opportunities and promoting a campus culture that supports and empowers all

students irrespective of their background, experience, or identity.

Current knowledge of higher education trends, including those specific to art and design. The successful

candidate will be proactive and encouraging of new pedagogical ideas and approaches to provide a

groundbreaking curriculum and value-added educational experience that meets contemporary and future

needs.

Dedicated to assuring academic priorities are met, the VPAA will recognize industry trends and adjust

curricular requirements to ensure that student education results in prepared graduates equipped for

employment. 

Utilizing hard data for decision-making, the vice president will possess the ability to analyze data and

identify trends and patterns that may or may not be applicable and relevant to LCAD’s academic policies

and best practices. 

Awareness of the latest developments in assessment, program review, and accreditation is required.

Knowledge and experience of integrating sustainability and sustainable development principles and

values in the context of higher education curricular and co-curricular design is preferred. 

Strong administrative, business, and financial acumen that has yielded past operational success. We seek

familiarity with budget processes and a record of successful management at the departmental or

academic divisional level.

As the chief academic officer of the college, the vice president of academic affairs must possess and project
the utmost integrity and highest standards of professional conduct and accomplishment. LCAD seeks a
leader with an established record of success as an academic administrator with a proven ability to serve as a
trusted advisor and thought partner to institutional leadership and senior colleagues; a profound
commitment to excellence in art education; a deep dedication to equity, access, affordability, inclusivity, and
belonging; and a thorough understanding of the challenges and opportunities facing higher education. 

The successful candidate may have served as a department chair and/or in a decanal position with career
accomplishments sufficient for tenure-track rank equivalency in art, design, or an associated discipline. The
vice president must truly understand and know how to facilitate the creative process; preference will be
given to regionally or nationally recognized artists or designers.  While no one candidate will meet all the
desired criteria, the successful candidate will bring most of the following attributes and critical competencies
for success.
 

Candidate Qualifications and Key Selection Criteria
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Education
A terminal degree or its equivalent in academic credentials and experience.

Anticipated Compensation
The annual salary for this role is targeted to be between $190,000 and $220,000 with a

competitive benefits package. Relocation assistance, if needed, is negotiable. The specific

factors that LCAD will consider when offering a salary to any candidate will include educational

credentials, training, years of experience, and performance in all prior roles.
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A history of recruiting, supporting, retaining, and inspiring a talented and high-performing faculty.

Excellent oral, written, and interpersonal communications skills combined with the demonstrated ability to

work with diverse students, faculty, staff, administrators, and trustees is required. The VPAA will possess a

collegial, consultative, open management style allied with the ability to be decisive, fair, flexible,

accessible, resilient, and strong. This individual will want to be present and involved on campus through

hands-on work with diverse stakeholders.

Operates in a manner that is compassionate, visible, collaborative, and approachable as it relates to

student interaction; this leader will consider and value student opinions and will be inherently student

centric. Must act from a place of deep respect for artists and designers, showing an authentic commitment

to their development.

Excellent organizational, analytical, and planning skills. A decisive, “roll-up-the-sleeves,” results-oriented

self-starter who is able to keep projects moving forward within a consistent strategic framework. Able to

diagnose critical areas for attention, stay focused, and then translate strategies into concrete actions. This

executive will work with a sense of urgency and purpose and be able to both enact, adapt to, and manage

change with a positive attitude.

Active understanding of appropriate legal and compliance requirements as well as commitment to

updating academic policies as needed given the dynamic and constant changes in higher education.

Able to maintain discretion and a high level of confidentiality.



Shelli Herman, President

Shelli Herman and Associates, Inc.

11693 San Vicente Blvd., Suite #104

Los Angeles, California 90049

Office: (800) 396-0595 ext. 5

E-mail: shelli@shellihermansearch.com 

Our client considers the diversity of its workforce to be vital to the organization’s success in meeting its

mission. We strongly encourage applicants from all cultures, races, educational backgrounds, life

experiences, socio-economic classes, sexual orientations, ages, gender and gender expressions, and physical

abilities to apply. As an Equal Opportunity Employer, it is our client’s policy not to discriminate against any

employee or applicant for employment because of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national

origin, age, disability, familial status, marital status, predisposing genetic characteristics, actual or perceived

domestic violence victim status, unemployment status, caregiver status, or any other category protected by

law.

A review of applications will commence immediately, continuing until the position is filled. Interested

individuals are encouraged to submit their credentials as soon as possible; applicant materials should be

received by March 15, 2023. Please send a CV with a letter of interest, via email, in strict confidence.
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Process

 Contact
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